
Timetf  Fully Automatic Timing Contract and Terms 2015 
 
FAT Requirements   The host team shall provide: 

1. electrical power to the infield of the track three hours before the first event. Power 
supplied must be AC current.  An electrical generator of any sort in not acceptable.  

2. a tent on the infield three hours prior to the first event large enough to protect our  
           computer equipment and cover three large tables.  

3. four chairs, three large tables and a waste can inside the tent three hours prior to the 
first event 

4. a piece of plywood 4’ x 8’ to provide a background for our camera set up three hours 
prior to the first event 

5. protection for the finish line camera. Including a marshal to keep the finish line clear. 
6. hip numbers for all athletes participating in running events. 
7. the hy-tek data base completed by the time of our arrival.  Entries should be completed 

at least two days before the meet.  Entry deadlines should be set so that there are only 
emergency changes the day of the meet.  

8 a person on the day of the meet to enter the field event data and print the field results. If 
hy-tek meet manager software is not being used it is the host’s responsibility to enter the 
running and field marks into their management system and score the meet.  

9 finish line and clerk sheets three hours prior the first event. Clerk check in sheets need  
            to be provided immediately prior to each running event. 
    10.   one hour of tear down time after the completion of the last event. 
 
Payment, Cancellation, and Dangerous Weather Provisions 
 
Our payment must be paid in full on the day of the meet in the amount of $1000.00 this fee 
includes hip numbers and is subject to a 15% late fee for non-payment of fee on the day of the 
event. 
Our fee agreement is for one date only. The event must be completed on that date. 
If the event is to be rescheduled for a different date and we are notified prior to traveling to the 
event site and we do not start the event on the originally scheduled date no additional 
compensation is required.  
If we are available for the makeup date our fee will be as previously agreed upon for the original 
date. If we are not available and we do not travel to the venue we will not require compensation. 
No payment is necessary if we are unable to provide services for the makeup date. 
If a makeup date is scheduled and we are able to return and finish a previously started event, we 
shall be compensated an additional $100.00 per hour for each hour of work, two hours minimum fee. 
 
Unsuitable Weather for FAT 
We will not operate our equipment in extremely wet or snowy conditions, if poor weather is anticipated we 
will notify meet management officials at least 24 hours in advance that we will not time the meet. Manual 
timers supplied by meet management will be used for the meet if meet management decides to conduct 
the meet. We will not be present to time the meet and no compensation will be expected. 
 
If dangerous weather suspends the meet we will not operate our equipment during electrically unstable 
conditions. We will not continue a meet after a one hour meet delay. Manual timing should be anticipated 
under those conditions.   
 
This contract must be returned signed within 10 days to issue a booking for the meet date. If not received 
we will be free to book another event for that date. 
 
Meet Official signature ________________________________ Date _____________ 


